
Milkbag Weaving

Tips from 28 Feb. 2015 Workshop

Here are some tips that came out of the 28
February workshop, held at Longfields-Davidson
Heights Secondary School in Barrhaven. If you
have more, please feel free to post them on this
blog.

Preparing stringers/chains

1. Each mat takes upwards of 550 milkbags.
That’s a lot of cutting with scissors, so the
tip is to invest in a rotary cutter and a
medium-sized rotary cutting mat. It can in-
deed reduce your time (and physical effort)
to an hour or so. A straight edge will help
keep the bags in place while cutting.

2. Whether scissors or rotary cutter, the blade
must be really sharp; a dull blade simply
won’t work.

3. Once the bags have been cut in half, make
stacks of 7 fat loops, so you don’t have to
keep counting how long your initial 7-loop
stringers are.

4. Open each loop and put it on your arm —
it’s then faster to have each one available as
you make your chain.

5. When making stringers, the plastic between
the knots needs to be approximately the
same length. If one side is longer (a lop-
sided loop), fix it right away — otherwise it
can be a problem weaving: it will literally
stick out.

6. When making stringers, DON’T pull the
loops too tight. When loading such
stringers, there’s still scope for the second
end to be pulled just hard enough to go
over the nail. If the stringer’s loops have al-
ready been pulled really tight, it’s likely the
stringer will be too long and a knot added
to it.

Loading the frame

1. If you don’t need/want the legs to be de-
ployed, consider removing them entirely —

the bolt-and-wingnut fasteners allow for this
flexibility.

2. Prepare enough stringers (40 — or however
many nails you intend to load) so that you
don’t have to stop loading the frame to go
back to making chains.

3. As for stringers, when making chains for
weaving, DON’T pull the loops too tight.
That way, the woven chains won’t have a
hard knot in them — and it’s a softer mat.

4. When a stringer is too long, tie a knot in
one of the loops. If it’s still too long, put
another knot it, but in a different loop, to
avoid having them make a big lump.

5. When loading the frame, make sure stringers
don’t overlap one another on the bar oppo-
site the nail bar. It will be crowded up there
but still, overlapping stringers make it hard
to avoid errors.

Weaving

1. Prepare a good number of 7-loop chains
(or whatever number you find works for go-
ing back and forth) so you can make good
progress before stopping to make more.

2. After the first row (the anchor row that goes
through the middle of each stringer), weav-
ing 2-over/2-under can get messed up: find-
ing only one stringer left at the end of a row
is just SO annoying :-)) So, instead of count-
ing the plastic loops, focus on the nails. Vi-
sually, they make it easier for the eye to fol-
low down the loops you need to go over or
under.

3. To more easily identify the stringers that are
not held up by the stick, find the closest
knots down and pull up them up at the knot
with one hand and run the warp under them.

4. Weaving can be done over/under 2 stringers
or just 1: over/under 1 stringer yields a
slightly thinner mat.



5. Use a tool like a crochet hook, anything like
that has a hook (ex: a metal coat hanger),
to pull out the stringers you want to go
over/under.

Finishing the mat

1. When you take the mat off the loom and
you want to finish off the end with a single
crochet, on occasion you may find that these
loops are too long to make a nice tight finish.
In that case, just continue finger crocheting,
going back the other way, adding another
row.

2. After removing the mat from the frame, if
the last rows are really loose, consider weav-
ing a row or two into the gap, to fill it. Best
to do this AFTER the last locking row has
been done: push that row to the very end
of the loops, and fill the gap with the extra
rows.

General

1. Working in pairs is a very nice way to learn
this weaving technique. Not only for sharing
the work but also for remembering all the
little details (... maybe even some of these
very tips!).
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